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Physiological Constraints on Two-Finger Handshapes

Jean Ann
University of Arizona

0. Introduction

(ASL) include the five featureg- given in (t), each named for a fingerlcorina and
Sagey, 1988; Sandler, 1989). This upprouch seems reasonable beciuse the fingers
can act relatively independently in signs. Therefore, the features in (l) allow any
finger to be used in a handshape.

l. [T] for thumb
[I] for index
[M] for middle
[R] for ring
[P] for pinky

However, since neither proposar places any restrictions on the combinations of the
features in (l), they both predict that features can combine freely in handshapes.
This prediction seems doubtful when the physiology of the hand is considered.
This paper examines the "two-finger" hands-hapes of-iaiwan sign ranguage (TSL)
and ASL. The data shows that the physiorogy constrain which features can
combine.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in section l, I explain the
necessary background about handshapes. In section 2, I provide the-TSL and ASL
data_and explain thegeneralizations. In section 3, I expiain the physiology ofthe
hand.relevant to the generalizations. In section +, I show how the physiology
explains the generalizations discussed in section 2. Finally, in section 5, i conclude
that handshape feature theories should reflect an undersianding ofthe physiology
such that unattested handshapes are not predicted.

1. Background on Handshape

- 
Handshape refers to the configuration of the five fingers. For example,

fingers can all be in one "group" as in (-), in which all the fingeis are closed to the
palm.
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However, all fingers do not necessarilv
there can be two "groups" offingers as in

behave the same
(3).

way in handshapes:
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ASPECT AND INTERPRETATION OF NOMINAL ARGT'MENTST

HanaFilip

University of Califomia at Berkeley

l. In Czecb, and in other Slavic languages, the lexical-derivational opcrators that are
applied lo a verb can extend their semantic effects over a partiarlar nominel argunent.
Such effccu are often comparable (i) to those of articles and also (ii) to thosc of detcr-
miner quantifcrs, and various quantifying and measure exprecrions. This can bc bcst
shown with determinerless NPs fiat are headed by cornmon normo, in pardcular mast and
plural notms. This analysis of the interaction between verbal and nominal predicates in
Czech buildc on recent suggestions by Partee, Bach & Kratz€r (1987), Panec (f990) and
(1991) who explore the use of verbal affxes to expre$ various kinds of quantificational
or closely related meanings. Although there are many other contextual factors thlt dcter-
mine the interpretation of determinerlesr NPs with common noun heads in Czech, my
snalysis focuses on the role ptayed by verbal aspect in connection with Incrcmental
Theme role (cf. Krifta 1986; 1987; 1989; Dowty 1988; 1991), a pemandc role that
motivates tho telic/atelic distitrction (Aktioncart) of complex verbal exprewion. I propose
that in Czech the lexicslderivational operators that arc applied to a vcrb direct thcir
semantic effects at an Incr€mental Theme argument.

2. ln order to describe quantification in natural languages, Partee, Bach and Kraeer
(1987) suggest tbat we distinguish two main syntactic classes: D-quantification and A-
quantification. D-quantification is typically expressed in the NP with determiner
quantifiers (cvery, most). A-quantification is a heterogeneous class and it subsumes a
variety of phenomena expressed at the level of the sentence or VP with sentence adverbs
(usually, alwoys), guantifiers (eaclr), auxiliaries, and verbal affixes, for example.
Partee (1990:19) suggests that we distinguish the two following subclasses:

(D "true A-quantifcation, with unselective quantifiero and a syntactic basis for
dete,rmining, insof8r as it is deternioate, wbat is being quantified over, and

(ii) lexical quantification, wherc an op€rator witb some quantificational force (and
perhaps firther content as well) is applied directly to a verb or other predicatc at e lcrical
level, with (potentially) morphological, syntactic, and semantic effects on the argument
sfiucture of the predicate" (Partee 190:19).

D-quantitcation and A-quantification are associated with different quantificational onto-
logies. Dnuantifien primarily quantify over individuals and A-quantifien over tim€s or
eveots, However, D-quantifcation atrd A-quantification are often interchangeable from a
tnrth-functional point of view, as in many English examples wilh every and always, for
example (cf. Partee 191:10 and 12).

In many languages A-quantifiers that are incorporated in verb morphology direct
their semantic effects at nominal arguments. Consider, for instance, the following Warl-
piri example with the partitive preverb pum-:

(1)
NgaF O-ju
water AtIX-lsg

pwa-ng,a-n|a,
PART-drink-IMP

'Just drink some (not all) of my waterl'
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Puta.canbeinterpretedaSmodify ingtheverb,wi thmeaningsl ike.v
inconpfetay/unro".orf.rlly/part of the Y"y' g 'nearly V'; when thrc verb h31 an object

o,ucn'ao-iltr a 'part of inteipretatlon, rnen tne interpretati6 9an !9 solelfing likc 'V

oJy ,o." objs' or .v only some of the obj(s)" "which we should probably regard as

jJ; way to .V Obj incompletely', not as a separate reading" (cf. Partee 1990:18)'

A similar interaction between verb morphology and nouns can be also observed in

Slavic languages. ln Czech, various lexicalJerivational \At-modifiers hlve a dual fimc-

tioo of 
"oiioiaspoct 

atrd ,qiitioottt . Te aspectual 'perfectiveoe)-impetfective (I)' dis-

tinction is c6oi $r Prefiration 1r.sal.'1o..wr.rte'- 
- pie-psa{ 'to wrlte 

T:Jft-f;}
snffixation (otraha{ - oftaM-va4r.to pick'), change 

"ottne 
s5,m extension.(rtd*4J- 'tl

jump*i.e., to b€ jumping' or 'to jump repeatedly'---stocif 'to jump') or suppteuon (Drar

:;,''f :,; ,*"'l ri" iuep,nerming ."io.ity of Stavic verbs can be classified as either

per:fective or inperfectiv"a'op* ft?-,il"it 
"tp*i.oOiog 

function, many Vo-modifiers

also have effecb on the lexical semantic p.op"tti.. of verbs that have been dcscribed

under the notion of 'Aktionsart' (German term menning 'a kind.of action') in slavic and

C1'."i" linguistics. l1ese efflts are often characterized by such quantificational

notiong 8s .iterativity" 'semelfactivity-" 'drstributivity" or by nouons- that are closely

*t"ro to quaotity and measure (cf. Isdenko 1960 and 1962, for example)' This nanow.

.orpnorogii,."lly based, notion of .Aktionsart' partly ovelaps with a broad ccnse of
.Aktionsart' that has more recently been used for the distinctions not only on thc level of

lexical semantics of individual verbs, but also on the level of vP and sentences' It

"o*piro 
Vendler's (1957; 1967) classes 'state', 'activity', 'accomplishment" 'achieve-

-"oi' 
("f. Hoepelman 1981, Hinriche 1985, among others) or the corresponding 'telic-

atelic' distinction that was coined by Garey (1957)'

Se,mantic distinctrons expressed by verbal predicates' and primarily designed for

"oo""yiogdistjnctionsinthedomainofevents,mayalsohavesemanticeffectsontheiot pi"t ioo of nominal predicates. czech, like-most other slavic languages, does not

have an overt article ,yrio-. The semantic differences that are carried by articlcs in

English,forexample,arehereinfenedthrough,orexpressedby,avariety.ofmorphologr-
cal] syntactic, prosodic and lexical devices: word order' stress, determiner quantifiers'

functionwordssndvariousotherlexemesthatmodifynouns.whathas.beenlessfre-
q,,eouynoticed,letalonesystema$callyde-scribed,istheinfluenceofverbsonthe
iotu.pr"t"tioo of nominal arg,rments.'This influence can be best illustrated in transparent

cotrtexts with examples tha't contain determinerless NPs that are headed by mass and

plural norms, as is iliusrated by the pair of sentences in (2) and in (3):

(2-a) r
Pil' kdw'

(2-b)

drank-3SC-MASC coffee-ACC
'He was drinking (some) coffee''

p
Vypil' kdvu.

PREF-drank-3SG-MASC coffee-ACC
'He drank up (alD the coffee.'

(3-a) r
Pletla' svetry,
knifted-3sG-FEM pullovers-Pl-ACC

'She was knitting Pullovas.'
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(3-b) 
D

Upletla' sveEy,
PREF-Lnitted-3SG-FEM pullovers-Pl-ACC
'She knitted (alD the pullwers.' [i.e. she finished knining all the pullovers.]'

Each pair of sentenceg in (2) and (3) only differs in their main verbs: the imperfccdve
s€ntences (2a) and (3a) are headed by simple tmperfective verbs, and the pcrfcctive ren-
tences (2b) and (3b) by the correcponding prefixed pcrfoctive verbs. Ev€n though nau
and plural NPs do not have referentr with inherent boundariec, in (2b) and (3b), thc mam
NP 'coffee' and the plural NP 'pullovers' are understood as boundcd. tn the most nanual
interpretation of (2b) and (3b), their DO-NPs refer to a cont€xtually specific or hown
portioa of coffee and to a specific cet of pullovers, rath€r thrn as denoting coffee aod
pullovere , in general. In other worde, the use of determinerless NPs with macs and phnal
noua heads here coresponds to the referential use of definite descriptions in languagec
that have a definite article. They rflasr be fastlated with the deflnite article /re into
English. In Bulgarian, for example, that combines both the Slavic aspectual oystem witl
a partially realized erticle system, the use of an enclitic defnite article is obligatory in the
correoponding pcrfective $enteDc6:
(4-a)

Toj itpF *We I kafeto.
he-NOM PREF{rank-3SG-MASC *coffee-ACC/ cofree-DF.ACC
'He drank up (alD lhe coffee.'

Siace both (2b) and (3b) also have an all-inclusive ot holistic cntailmcnt with rerpoct to
their DO argum€nts 'coffee' and 'pullovers', that is, they entail that the dcaoted evcnt
e,nded when tbe Agent ffnished drinking all the available coffee and knitting dl the pull-
overs, the determincr quantifer all may be used in the Englisb translation.

On the other hand, in uttering (2a) and (3a), the cpcaker arserts that lome coffee
and some pullov€rs were subjccted to the d€noted event. Not only do the DO-NPr in (2a)
end (3a) have an unbounded, parrfrive interpretation, btrt also the identity and quantity of
their referentr may be irrelevant for the purpose of communication. The we of detcr-
minerlesc NPs with mass and plural noun heads in such simple imperfective senterrcGs as
(2a) and (3a) most closely corresponds to English NPs with no articles (or pcrhapt with
the unetresged'some'),

The crucial point illustrated by the poir of sentetrces in (2) and (3) is that the perfcc-
tivizing ptefires and their absence provide the ooly formal clue as to how tbc masr and
plural NPs are tro be intc,rpret€d. The most striking exanples are those with mars rnd
plural DO-Ms in perfective setrtenccs (2b) and (3b). Such examples clearly rhow that
masg and plural NPs derive their bounde4 and refercntially specifrc, interprctation from
the perfective verb.

One of the puzzles that needs to be explained concems such pairs of sent€nce$ as
those in (5):

(5-a) r
Mlcbala' js€D poldvku.
stined-lSG-FEM AM-A(IX-ISG soup'ACC
'I was stirring (the) eoup.'



(5) shows that some V-modifiers (their uses, to be morc precise) have no effect on the

interpretation of DO-NPs. Here, the difference in verbal aspect is not conelated with a

diffeience in the interpretation of DO-NPs. If there is any difference in their interpreta-

tion at all, it will stem from other contextual factors han just the difference in verb

asPect.
Apart ftom the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction and the difference in referential

specificity that was described above, such notions as 'distribution', 'succession', 'itera-

tio"', *i also .small.quantity', 'large quantity', 'some unspecifiedlounded quantity"

etc. may come into ptay. for example, while the prefix r2- in vypif as in (2b) can be

thoughi of as incorporating the 'universal' quaptifier 'all' and 'whole', the prefix aa-,

"ppttO 
to the sameiimple imperfectivevetb pit' 'fiink', gives rise to the perfective verb

iapit ser and it bas approximately the force of unstressed 'some' in English:
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(5-b) p
Zamlchalt'
PREF-stined-1SG-FEM
'I stirred (the) souP"

pItI k{vu (2a;
'to be drinking coffee'

jsem PolCvku.
AM-AUX-ISG souP-ACC

(6)

PREF{rank-3SG-MASC coffee-ACp (fromcup)
'He took a sip of coffee (from the cup)'*

knihy.

jim knihy.

XL-pitP se lcfvy (6) W-pftP kdvu (2b)
'to drink some coffee' 'to drink up (all) the coffee'

kdvu (ze iaru).

books-PL-ACC

NapilP se kdvY'
PREFdrank-3SG-MASC REF\ coffee-GEN
'He drank some (of the) coffee.'"

Examples (2a), (6) and (2b), repeatedhere in the following anay

illustrate a common three-way distinction in Czech (and a similar distinctim can be also

formd in Russian and Polish, for example). The left-to-ri8ht order here reflects the order

in which the specificity of Oe DO incregses in dependence on the quantificational

speciflcation encoded by the verb.

The prefix u-, applied to the imperfective verb pifl, as in (?)

(7) 
uPilP

indicates that the DO-NP deDotes a small portion of the substance denoted by its head
noun. The complex perfectivizing prefrxpo-roz in (8b) illusEates a different case:

(8-a) r
Ddval' jim

gave-3SG-MASC them-DAT-3PL books-PL-ACC
'He was giving them books.'

(8-b) p
Porozdal
PRET-PREF-gave-3SG-MASC them-DAT-3PL
'He gave them (all) the books.'

While (8a) asserts that he was in tbe process of giving away books, without providing
any information in which way, (8b) entails that all the books were gradually distributed,
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one after another, among the recipiens. In (8b), the Do-M is not only bounded and
referentially specific, but (8b) also has a holistic and distributive entailment with respect
to its DO-NP. It seems that such an interaction between Vo-mod.ifers and nominal argu-
ments as in (8b) can be best thought of as 'lexical guantification' in the sense ofPartee
(1990:19). The prefx po-roz indicates what sort of quantification is involved in the pro-
position expressed by (8b). Moreover, it expresses a type of quantification that requireo a
domain restriction and a scope. The nominal argument denotes the kind of individuals the
quantificatioo is restricted to ralge over, In other words, we bave here cases in which A-
quantification, rather than D-quantification, is used to quantify over individuals.

Two firrther related facts mrst be accounted for. First. the interaction between ver-
bal and nominal predicates must be seen in connection with the impact that various
lexical{erivational opqators have on the syntactic argument stnrcture,and semantic
interpretation of verbs. For example, the simple imperfective verb trhotl 'to pick' can
realize the Theme argument (what is being picked) as its Do-tlp. The Locative af,gument
can only occur as an optionrl oblique argument:
(9-a)

$ti trhalyl jablka (ze stromu).
children-Pl-NOM picked-3PL-NEU apptes-pl-Acc (fnbm-pp tree-Sc-GEN)
'The children were picking apples (from rhe/a tee).'

By applying the prgfix o- to the imperfective simplex t tutl 'topick', we derive the per-
fective verb otlat' thstcan take the Locative argurDent as its obligatory Do-Np and that
does not allow any overt expression of the original Do-Np (what is picked). The derived
verb has ftg 6gnning 'to remove X completely from y by picking':

o6ti otrhalyP strom.
children-Pl-NOt tggF-picked-3pl-NEu tree-SG-ACC
'The children picked the Eee clean.'

And second, Vo-modifiers differ in their scope restrictions or preferences. Tbey
may extend oeir semantic effects not only over oo-lws, but also over subject-Nps and
PPs, both obligatory and optional. In (10), for example, rhe complex prefix po-roz- has
the subject in iC scope:
(10)

Iablka po podlaze.
on floorapples-PL-NOM REFL PREF-PREF-roIIed-3PL-NEU

'(All) the apples rolled apart all over the floor.'
The derived perfective verb po-roz-kutae| se requires a plural subject-Np and its mean-
ing can be characterized as 'to move by rolling, one by one, into different directions (and
as a result b€ at different locations)'.

The account of the impact of verbal predicates on the interpretation of nominal
predicates is complicated by the fact that the me{ming of a derived verb does not often
arise compodtimally ftom the meaning of a vu-modifier and tbe verb to which it is
applied and the semantic value of a given vt-modifier often varies considerably depend-
ing on the idiosyncntic semantic properties of the verb it modifies. Fsr saemple, 6d.ring
a prefix to an imperfective vert yields a perfective verb. Apart from this regularchange
in aspect, otber meaning changes that are induced by prefxation are difficult to pr€dict
and have so far escaped any truly systematic and revealing description. It is difficult to

(9-b)

se porozkutClelaP
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predict for a given pre0x what meaning it will assume with diffcrent verbr or gfasscr of
verbo. For exarnple, while the prefix n- has the forcgof 'rmall quantity' in uplf '!o take
a srp' (7), it does not have this meaning n upl4sf 'to knit', 'to finish knitting' (3b).
Give,n that there are abut twentl prefixes that serve to derive perfective verbc from sim-
ple imperfective verbs in Czech5,'in addition to orher aspect and Aktionssrt coding Vo-
modiffers, the task of describing the interaction between verbal and nominal predicates is
farftom trivial.

In this section, I have shown that verbs may have semantic effecb on nominal argu-
m€nts that are comparable (i) to those of articles and also (ii) to those of determiner
quantifiera and various other quantifying and measure expressions. In some of thoae cases
under (ii), this lntcrection may bc bcst described as 'lexical quantification' ln tho rcnse of
Partco (199O:19), or, as cases in which Anuantifcation, rather thrn D-quandflcation, ie
usod to quantify over individuals. In whst follows I will prwide o preliminary snalysis

of thk neglected phenomenon. And in particular, I will address the following questions:
(i) When does r given f-modifier extend its semantic effectr over a particular nominal
arggment? (ii) At which nominal argument does the V"-modifrer direct its semantic
efiecu? Or, what are the consfiainte for associating a Vo-modifier that may have a
quantifcational force with the appropriste argument in its scope?

3. 'Although the translations of Warlpiri examples may often make it appear e3 though a
particular argument is being quantified over, Hale believes it i3 more approprlate to con-
sider these prevcrbe to be quandfying wer whole evente, and tbat thc appearance of
quantiflcation over arguments followg from thc role played by various participanto in the
events" (Partee 1990:16-7). I propose that the interaction between verbal and nominal
predicates in Slavic languages typically trkes place in sentences denoting cvcnts in which
the extent of one porticipant is infinsically tied to the individuation and temporal stuc-
ture of the eve.nt itself. By this I mean events like the following one, for example: If
somebody mows the lawn, I can conclude something about the Progress of this event
frm the state of the lawn, because the lawn acquires a rew property in distinguishable,
separate stages, it changes lncremennl$ in lockstep with the progression of the mowing
event. Dowty (1988; 1991) coins the term 'lncremental Theme' for the thematic role
assigned to srrch NPs as lawn in to mow the lawn. For Czech, and other Slavic
languages, I suggest that the crucial factor in deternining 8t which argument o given
V"-modifier will direct its effects is the following semantic constraint:

(u)
A \P-modifier extends its semantic effects over the Incremental Theme argu-
ment of the predicator that it modifies.

The Incremental Theme role was originally introduced in order to motivate the Aktion-
sart properties Celicity) of VPs or sentences. For example, n (i\ Iohn drank wine, the
mass lncremental Theme NP wine yields an atelic verbal predicate. Whereas in (ii) "foftn
drank a glass of wine, the measure Incremental Theme NP a glass of wine yields a telic
verbal predicate. Verkuyl (1972) and Dowty (1972; 1979) introduced this phenomenon
into modern linguistics and their pioneering work has been an inspiration to a number of
insightful studies. The most explicit and precise account of examples like (i) and (ii) was
provided by Hinrichs (1985) and Krifta (1986; 1989). They apply Link'e (1983) lattice-
theoretic analysis of mass and plural NPs to both objects and events and convincingly
argue that the explanation for the Aktionsart difference between (i) and (ii) lies in
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estsblishing a homomorphism between algebraically structured Ingemental Thcme Np
and event denotsta. Within lhe lrttice-theoretic analysis the domain of eventr and indivi-
duals can be characterized as two non-overlapping sorts of entities, esch of which has fte
stnrctue of a join semi-lattice without a bottom element. Algebraic relations, which
characterize a homomorphism, are then defned between the latticc rcpr.esenting the
predicate.s of objects (O) and that of events (E) (cf. Krifta 19g6; l9g9):
(12-l) Sununativiry:
VR [SuM (R) <-r Ve, e', x, x' [R (e, x) n R (e,, x') -+ R (e u e', x v x')]l
(12-2, UnlquenessofobJects
VR F.II\II.O (R) *+ Ve, x, x' [R (e, x) a R (e, x') + x = x']l

(12-3) Uniquenessofevents
VR [ttM-E (R) € V e, e', x I R (e, x) a R (e', x) -r e = e,]l

(124) Mapping to objects
VR MAP.O (R) <+ Ve, e' x [R (e, x) a e' g e + 3x, [x' g x n R (e', x')]ll

(12-S) Mapping to events
VR [MAP.E (R)erV e,x,x '  [R (e,x)nx'  gx +3 e'  [e '  ge n R (e ' ,  x ' ) ] l l
"u" : the operation ofjoin
"9" : the relation of part

ln lattice sorts, we can also specify the cumulative reference p,roperty of mrss and plural
NPs and of atelic verb expressions, activities srrch as running, and states, such as lnolr-
ing. cumulative expreeeions paso the additivity test "(a) If a is water and D is water, then
the sum of a and D is water" and "O) If the animals in this camp arc horsec, and the
lygals in that camp are horses, then the animals in both c.-i, 

".e 
horrer" (Link

1983:303). on the other hand, singular count NPs (an apple),quantified Nps (five apples)
and measure NPs (a glass of wine) and telic expressions (accomplishments like tiiiang
a house, and achievements like aniving) are quantized (cf. Krifta 19g6; l9g9). An
expression is quantized if it does not pans the additivity te$t, or coversely if it io non-
divisible: one cannot divide its refercnt up 8nd get individual parts thet canbc nrmed by
the same expreosion.

This apparatus allows one to map the state of parts of the Incremental rhene Np a
glass of wine (ot wine) and their part-whole relationships into the parts of the event of
<lrinking a glass of wine (or wine) and its part-whole relationships. Therefore, since the
entity denoted by the Incremental rheme Np a glass of wine has a definite extent, the
event of drinking of that glass of wine does, as well. such verbs as to drink aN to mow
are said to entail a Theme-to-event homomorphism (cf. Dowty lgl:567). Given
Krifta's and Dowty's assumptions, we arrive at the following generalization: A quan-
tized Incremental rheme NP yields a quantized (or telic) .,utia 

""pr.srion, 
while a

cumulative one yields a cumulative (or atelic) verbal expression. To iive a few more
examples: rn to eat a sandwich (consumed object), to build a house (eff*ted object) and
to destroy a clry (destroyed objece, for example, the measurable property is a decreasing
or increasing quantity of the object that delimits the event over time. With verbs that take
'event' objects, zuch as to play a sonato, it is the temporal linear rtimsnsion inherent in
the object of performance, because it may be realized through performance over time.
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Since aepcct interacts in a systematic way with Aktimsart, it ehould not be curpris-

ing that the Iicremental Theme NP that gives rise to the difference in telicity of complex

veibal predicates should also play a role in the interaction betwecn aspect coding verb

morpnorcgy and nominal argnments in languages like czech. It might be argued (cf.

XrUi.'a f SSi:f 86-189) that the Czech data can be described in essentially the snme way as

the F.nglish exanples (i) John drank wine and (ii) John drank a glass of wine. on this

view, irch verbs as to drink are Theme-to-event homomorphisms in Czech as well' In

order to uphold this assumption, two further assumptions are nade:-First, there ir a syn-

tsctic rult.Np + N' tbat illowc two diffcrcnt semantic interpretationr, cumulative and

quantizcd. In other words, NPs are ambiguous. Second, perfective opcrrtort can be only

applied to quantized verbal predicates, while imperfective operators to cumulative ones.

Civen Oe Thcme-ro-event 'transfer' of referential properties, then only witb a quantized

object the complex.verbal predicate will be quantized and with a cumulative object it will

be cumulative lcf. also lftilka 1992:50)' Notice that such an approach allows onc to give

a compositimal description for the data which does Dot seem to be compositional.

Following this approach, we see that in (13a)'

(13-a) 
ran pitr

(13-b)
Jan

viho. Jan vypiF viho.

Iobn PREF-drank-3SG-MASC wine-ACC

'John dnrnk up (all) Oe wine.'

viha.
wine-GEN

Iobn drank-3SG-MASC wine-ACC

'Jobn was drinking wine.'

perfective/imperfective aspect forces a quantized/cumulative interpretadon of the com-

pf"" verbal prcdicate, and the complex verbal prcdrcete in tum forces a

quantized/cumulative interpretation of the Incremental Theme NP. In other words, verb

"rpot 
r"lott tbe appropriate qusntized/cumulative reading of the lncremental Theme NP

in a similar way as in ,ob the bankthe appropriate reading of bankis selected by the lexi-

cal meaning of the verb to rob (cf .Krifka 1992:50). Now consider example (13b)

pill
Iobn drank-3SG-MASC glass-ACC
'Iohn was drinkiog a glass of wine.'

that combines a quantized Incremental Theme NP 'a glass of wine' and an imperfective

verb. tntuitivefy, (ffU) makes an assertion about sorne unspecified subpart of the portion

denoted by 'a glass of wine'. On the above approach, this would come out in the follow-

ing way: &e imper:fective asp€ct forces a cumulative interpretatioo of the complex verbal

ptiO""t", and the complex verbal predicate again forces a cumulative interpretation of

ihe quantized lncremental Theme NP 'a glass of wine'. The inherently quantized NP 'a

glass of wine' is assigned here a cumulative referential ProPerty and due to the Theme-

io*""ot homomorphism it will "nansfer" this property onto the complex verbal predicate

(cf. Krifka 1986; 1989).

However, this is not quite what happens. Fi$t, a perfective operator is not always

applied to quantized (telic) verbal predicates and an imperfective oPerator to cumulative

<"tuficl ottes. For example, there is a class of perfective verbs formed by the prefix pro'

and po-, as in Czech and Russian p ostdt, postaiaf 'to stand for a while ot Prostdt, prosto'

jat' 'to stand through (some period)', whrch are best classifie.d as atelic (cf. also Kuiera

1983:174). Therefore, we must distinguisb between tbe bounded temporal profile ascoci-

ated with the semantics of perfective aspect, on the one hand, and the enOilment of a

definite change of state inhslgat in the lexical semantics of teliclquantized verbal
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expressionr (accomptisbments and achievements), on the other hand.
If it ie assumed that the complex verbal predicate forces a quantizcd/cumulative

interpretatioD of the Incremental rheme NP, in a similar way as in roD the bank the
appropriarc reading of bank is selected by the lexical meaning of the verb to rob, then
why do we also oeed to 'fransfer referential properties' from the tncremental rheme Np
onto tbe conplex verbal predicate? Do we still need the Thcme-to-event homomo,rphism
asrociated with such verbs as to drinkto motivate the quantized/cumulative intcrprctation
of the Incremend rbeme NP? Moreover, if imperfective opcratcs, and precumably alco
progrersive operators as their special case, required cumulative verbal predicates and
cumulative Incremental Tbeme NPs, how would we capturc 1trs gimFle intuition behind
what Dowty (1972;1977:1979) calls the 'imperfective paradox'? In uttering fohn was
drawing a circle, the speaker attaches no existential chim to the Incremental rheme Np
a circle, because the circle does not exist in its entirety at th€ relevant reference point,
and yet the speaker has tbe concept of a whole circle, of a whole quantizcd entity, and
consequently of the ultimate pot€ntial outcome of the denoted event. on the above
account we would have to assume that the M a circle is here cumulative. ln chort, the
two-w8y distinction between cumulative and quantized exprcssions does not secm to be
sufficient to account for all the relevant data in an adequate way. In ppr'ticular, it is trot
clear how we can accormt for both the Aktionsart ond aspect propertiet of scntctrces. I
propose that in order to accormt for predications in which a quantized lncremental Thcme
NP appean in the scope of an inperfective (or a progressive) operalor, we necd to dirtin-
guish betwecn thc telic/quantized property of verbal predicates and the unbormded tem-
poral profile associated with Oe semantics of imperfective aspect.

Moreover, the claim oat NPs are ambiguous between a quantized and cumuletive
interpretation leads to the inpression that the interpretation of an lncremental Tbcme Np
u quantized or cumulative is essentially established by a choice within srrch an NP. The
perfcctive/imperfective aspect then rinply selects the quantizcd/cnmulative interpreta-
tion of a given Incremental rhcme NP. However, thic again docs not sccm to bc quite
whlt hsppens. Rather, whtt mutt be emphasized is the fact that the intcrprctatlon of an
lncremental Thcme NP is detcrmined by the aspect of thc vcrb. Morcovq, the semandc
property of Incremcntal Theme NPs thlt is determined by aspect should not be cbaractcr-
iz€d in terms of the 'cumulative/quantized' distinction, but rath€r in tcrmr of the
'bounded/unbomded' distinction, which characterizes alpcct; The
'cumulative./quantized' distinction should be p,rinarily reserved for the hherent propcr-
ties of NPs and for the inherent lexical semantic poperties of verbs, VPs and rentcnceg
that arc relevant for Aktionsart (elicity).

If we want to capture in a snaighforward way the intuition that it is thc verbal
aspcct that determines the interpretation of an lncrcmental Theme NP in czoch. we can-
not rt the erme time uphold the Theme-to-event homomorphism that Kdfka and Dowty
associate with nrh English verts as m drlnk, to mow, to destroy for the corrcsponding
Czech verbs. The hypotheris that zuch verbs as to drink and to mow entail a
phism frm iE (structured) Incremental Thcme argument denotations into I (srrrtured)
domth of events se€ms to be motivated" anong other things, by two related assump
tionr. First, it is arsumed that tlematic roles ale functions from individuak inro evenu.
And secotrd, as lkifka obsenes, thc laws wbich govern the influence of the rcfcrence
typ€ of the NP on the complex ve(tal F€dicste depard on the thematic rsledon thc Np
bcart in the sentence. Therdore, according 1s him, "this influence can bc rtetcd moat
earily relativc to themetic relations" (Kriftr 1987:12).
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I propose to modify Krifka and Dowty's lattice-theoretic analysis in two important
respects and to extend it to the interaction between verbal and nominal predicates in
Slavic languages. First, it can be shown that individual verbs cannot often be clasgified
once and for all as denoting a homomorphism, atrd hence the rules governing the
influence of NPs oo tbe meanlng of complex verbal predicates cannot bc atweyr otated
reladve to one of the verb's thematic roles. For, if such an influence werejo be ettributed
solely to a prticular thenatic role, or to an enlailment of individual verbgo, as Krifka and
Dowty suggest, then how could we accormt for the fact that the decision whether a
denoted event is understood as evolving in an incremental way, and whether it may also
be regarded as telic, often depends on other factors? Various adjuncts (The truck rum-
bled vs. The tuck runtbled. from the street into the garage) and additional arguments (IIe
sneezed vs. He sneezed the napkin of the table), for exnmple, may play an important role
in this decision. Even though Dowty explicitly states that '"TI{E MEANING OF A
TELIC PREDICATE IS A HOMOMORPTtrSM FROM ITS (STRUCTT'RED) THEME
ARGUMENT DENOTATIONS INTO A (STRUCTI.'RED) DOMAIN OF EVENTS,
modulo its other arguments" (Dowty 1991:567), it ig not clear how the influcnce of other
argments shotild bc bandled. One way in which we could accormt for the above exnm-
ples would be to postulate two senses for each predicate, or two different verbs, con-
nectedby lexical nrles, whereby only one of them would denote a homomorphism. How-
evcr, such an eccounl would force us to postulate quite implausible senses of verbs. For
example, we would have to postulate a special sense of rurnble inThe truck rumbled from
the street into the garage, 'to move ftom X to Y by rumbling'.

This account is further complicated by the fact that the decision whether a given
sentence denotes ao event that can be viewed as proceeding in an incremeotal way may
also depend on the cognitive gchemag associated with particular form-meaning lingdstic
pairings, as can be illustrat€d with fohn saw wenty-fve elephants srrd The doctor exam-
lned the patienr. Such sentetrces can be construed as describing evants that involve some
established procedwe (consisting of a number of successive steps, for example) that del-
imi$ tisp. Only under the 'incremental' construal are the above sentenceg telic, other-
wise, they are atelic.

In short, individual verbs cannot ofter be classifed once and for all as denoting
homomorphism. (Notice that we se€m to be here faced with a similar problem u
Vendler's attcmptr to classify surface verbs as activities and accomplishments; cf.
Dowty's (1979:60tr ) criticism of Vendler.) I propose to maintain the notion 'Iocremental
Th€me' for thc gemantic argument that denotes the 'object' with respect to which a given
verb entailg a homomorphism, as in Krifta and Dowty's theory, while, at the same time,
to allow fc the possibility that a homomorphism may have other sources than just the
lexical semantics of individual verbs, sources whose domain may be the meaning of a
whole Eentance. I propose that a homomorphism between algebraically structured Theme
NP and event d€notata characterizes a fragment of conceptual stnrctnre, an Incremental
Schema. And it is against this schema that certain Aktionsart and aspect properties of
s€nt€nces are int€rpreted. The status of the Incremental Schema in the concephul
representation of eentences is comparable to that of a scalar model with respect to which,
for example, a let alone seDtence is interpreted (cf. Fillmore, Kay, O'Connor l9E8). This
view requires thst we define the relationrhip betweeo ftg 6saning of the verb and the
meaning of seotential coostnrctions.

Second, rather than assuming that thematic roles are firnctionr, we may rmderstand
them as relationr between individuds and events. At the samc timc. inrtead of a
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procedural approach implicit in Kdfta and Dowty's analysis, which is evident in suchnotions as 'the transfer of reference mode' (Krifka 19g6; l9g9) and rTbeme_to+vent,
homomorphism (Dowty 

-1991:567), 
t propose a declarative description within a

11ff1atig_1;based approach (cf. shieber ise-6; pothra & sag 1993; riumorc & Kay1992)' \vithin this approach, a verbar predicate and an Incrementar rheme Np eachspectfy partial information about a lingre linguistic object, a sentence. They introduce
p:t"o"r! of the same paramete*: bounded ind cumuiative. These p.o."t 

^ 
encodeinformation coming from three sources: Aktionsart, characterized in tcrms of the'quantized/cumutative' distinction, aspact, characterized in ter's of the'bounded,/unbormded' distinction, and lncremenral Theme Np which is characterized interms of both these distinctions, as it interacts, at the same rime, with both Aktio,nsart andatpect. consraints inngsgd 

!r ransuase require that i'formation comint ftom thesetbree sour_ceg be compatible. Such q nnificxtiia-6ased account hnr ffus follo:wing edvan_tages: it allows us (i) to distinguish between the interaction ef aspinal and verbal predi-catelt on the level of aspect and on the level of Aktionsart as well as to defne tbe relationbetween the two; (ii) o provide an intuitively more plausible accormt of the dara fromsuch slavic languagcs as czech; (iii) to compare the different 
-o.pnorogi"Jaod 

syntac_tic strategi€8 for encoding aspect itr typologically distinct tanguages t, ;; of a differ_ence in the grammaticaliz.srion of Ue .tounOeO,runtounOeOi 
d;tl"di&- A rhe com_parison of the interaction between the nominal and verbal predicates in c[n and Fin-nish in Filip 1992).

The distinctions 'quantized/cumulative' and .bounded/unbounded' 
bcrong to afinite set of primitives that characterizes parts of conceptual ,*"t o". Just like thc'quantizcd/cumulative' distinction, the 'boundedrtnbountled' digtinction is orthogonal tothe distinction between individuals and events. The apprication of oe distinction'bounded/unbounded' in the domain of events and objects i, o"t"r-ioJ uy o" oiro*,topologicsl properties of thetr respoctive cognitive schematizations. rouowing Jackend-off (1990), I assume that the condition "on dimensiooality of boundarier is rhat theschematizatlon of a boundary has one rtimension feqrsl rhen the schenatizarion of what itbounds" (Jackendoff 1990,u). while the progression of states of affairs through time canbe schematized as a dme line, objects can bJ schematized as two- or three-dimcnsional

entities, as regiono orvolurnes. Ifwe apply the distioction .bounded/unbounded, 
to states

lf 
d.*r'_ thc boundary w'l be scuemaiz€d as a singre point on 

" 
,i.i-rio". ro ou

iomain.of olJgtr, a region_yill be bound by a line, and a volume by a. surface. Sayingtbat a given NP is 'bouDded', in addition toiaying that it is .q*o,i;dl,-ii-, 
tbrt weview the entity denorcd by it i" its entirety, Aai is, in this sense, we ,,focus,, _ it Uo*_daries. Thcrefore, a 'boun{ed'.Np must 6e 'quantized', as weu. However, a:quantizec,

NP need not be 'bounded' w-btt: 'unbounded' simply mesns that we abstract away fromtle boundarier of the entity and instead consider some of its subparts
The homomorphism between atgebraically structured Incrementar rbeme Np and

:vent_denotats yieldr, to put it quite simpry, the following comelations: .bormded event _bounded objecf and ''nbounded event - unbounded objit'. This lonecuy-preaicc oato'nly the Do-NPs in such pairs of cz€ch s€,otences aa (2) and (3) wil iave differentint€rpretatims with respect to the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction, ,ur" tm Do_Nps ia(5) will nor

In those cares in which a perfective vert co-occurc with a determinerlesr rncrrmcn-
tal rheme NP that ir hcadcd by I m88s or pl'rar no'n, his may be impremarted in thefollowing wNy: It is arsumed that Nps may nane different reature spocincationr for the

I
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head noun and the whole pbrase. The hesd nouns will be specifed with tbe feature atui-

butc .qrmulative" while tile whole NP in terms of the feature atdbutes 'cumulative' and
.bormded'. A mass or plural noun head will be spccified with the feature rpeciffcatim

'[cumulative +]' that rei"cts its inherent lerical properties' .f 6: wno]e.{.tnctiong as

an lncrcme,lrtal Theme NP of a perfective verb, it "acquires" a '[bounded +]' staOs from

it via uniflcation. In imperfectivl constnrctions, the Incre.mental Theme NP consmrction
,'acquirec" via unification the '[bounded -]' status from the imperfective vab.

Aktionsart properties of sentences are determined by the feature attribute 'cumula-

tive': it characterizes the inherent lexical semantic properties of the head noun of an NP

-a 
it ir iDherited by the whole NP construction provided that it is sanctioned by the

feature co-occurrence restrictiOn that capnreS the interaction betwecn Aktlonsart and

asp€ctually rclevant semaouc features: 'lbounded +] + [cumulative -]'. Notlcc that this

restrictionis modvated by general cognitive principles mentimed above: An entity that is

viewed in its e,lrtirety, with respect to its boundaries, must be guantized, ae wcll' The

value assigned to the 'cumulative' feahre attribute of the whole NP constnrction unifies

with the values assigned to the 'cumulative' feature attribute of the head verb, which in

tum unifies with the value of the attribute 'cumulative' of the whole sentencc. This yields

,n" rign results, namsly that pcrfective sentences with cumulative Incrcmental Theme

r.rps ire bounded (perfective)-and quantized (telic), while imperfective setrt€nccs with

cumulative Incremental Theme NPs are rmbounded (inperfective) and cumulative

(atelic). Imperfective sentences with quantized Incremental Tbeme NPs are quantized

(telic) and unbounded (imperfective).

Scntences headed by such verbs as to stir denote events that do oot evolve in lock-

step with the changes that one of their participants undergoes (at least tmder thc most

usual reading). So it is not possible to correlate a part of the time intenal during which a

part of the event took place with the appropriate subpart of the participant at which the

event is directed in the same way in which the part of a pullover' for example, can be

correlated with the time interval during which knitting of that part of a pullovcr took

place. In short" since fo stir is Dot homomorphic, the DO-Ms in (5a) and (5b) do not

differ with respect to their boundedness prroperties'

4. The generalization (11) is relsted to a number of iszues connecting refereotial

specificity, explicit quantificational operstors of various kinds and topicalization'

I propose that the difference in referential specificity tbat !e Increncntal Tbeme

Do-NPs m-anifest in such sentences as (2a) - (2b) and (3a) - (3b) follows a8 a pragmati-

cally determined by-product of a bounded and an unbounded interpretation assigned to

them in perfective an$ imperfective sentences, respectively. Unless the lexical semantics

of a peiectivizlng Vo-mo,rlifier specifies otherwise, the bounded interpretation of Incre-

.*th Thu." Nps in perfective seDtences takes on a holistic interpretation' For example,

(2b) describes an event that ended when the Agent finished drinking all the available cof'

fee. In general, an entailment that a given object or a set of objects was completely sub-

jected to an event presupposes that it is bounded. If a NP is cumulative, the only way in

which the boundaries oiltt ."f"..ot can be fixed, ig to ancbor it to an entity or a set of

entities easily identifiable in the discourse context./ This may explain why the speaker

who utters perfective sent€nces (2b) or (3b), for example, presupposes that the hearercan

uniquely identify the entity that is spoken of a specific or brown portion of coffee or a

set of Pullovcrs.
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on the other hand, the er.istence of a subpart of an entity does not preruppoce the
existence of a whole bounded entity, rather it merely allows for the possible cxistcoce of
a (contextually) relevant additional quantity or continuation. An 'unbounded' NP may be
cumulative or quantized. Therefore, if an lncremental rheme Np that is cumulative
occurs in imperfective sent€trces, such as (2a) and (3a), we need not identify iu borm-
daries, we need not anchor its referents to any particular portion of stuff q set of eNrtities
in the domain of discourse. Mor@ver, since ider€nces to apecific bounded rubparts in
such s€nteaces are in general not valid, because they would provide more idormation
than is linguistically specifled, cumulative Inaremental Theme NPs tend to have not only
'unbounded' or partitive interpretatiotr, but also a referentially unspecified interprctalon

The correlation between bounded interpretation and referential spociflctty, on he
one hand, and unbounded intcrpretatioo and unspecified object interpretation, m the
other hand, does not apply in the following three cases: if (i) the Incremental rhemc NP
functions as subject (in particular, in the sentence initial pocition), (ii) it is quantized (tlat
is, if it i8 singular cormt or if it contains a determiner quantifler or a measure exprcssion),
or (iii) a sentence contains A-quantifiers, including those incorporated in Vu-modiffers.
Subjects often firnction as topics. And topicalized constihrents that occur in a sentence-
initial position are often highly individuated and defnite, regardless of.Ehe verb arpect. lf
Incremental rheme NPs are quantized, they may bave a referentially epocific or
unspecifled interpretation, agaio independently of the verb aspect. The reason is that the
bounded and unboundcd interpretation is assigned to them with respect to tbe prototopi-
cal cxtcot of their d€notata or wio respect to the quantity indic8ted by the quanti$ing or
measure expression. In particular, in perfective sent€nce$ the assignment of a bounded
reading to an inher€ntly quantized Incremental Theme NP is not contingent o'n its contex-
tual anchoring to a specific entity in the domain of discourse, and therefore srrch an Incre-
mental rheme NP need not have a rderentially specific interpretation. In general, Nps
that contain determiner quantifiers or measure expressions are considered to have a dif-
ferent discourse ftrnction from tbat of referring NPs. While a proposition with a referring
NP picks out a specific object in the domain of discourse, a proposition that conhins a
quantified or a measured NP describes an object. Meesure expressions are low in indivi-
duatioo- Typically, we do not talk about a specific yard, a pint of beer, a cup of coffee
("the yard", "thc pint of beer", "the cup ofcoffee"), we count such entities, but we do not
take an int€rqt in them individually as discrete particular participants in an event.

Some f-modifrers impore very specific restrictions on the interpretation of tbeir
Incremental Themes that have to do with quantity, measure or quantification. ln perfec-
tive seDtences this neans tlat Incremental rheme Nps are not only bounded, but also
they are restricted by such idiosyncratic lexical semantic properties of a given vo-
modifier. For example, the prefix na- contributes the notion of graduat nmsssing or accu-
mulation 16 1[e 6saning of the verb it modifies. Its impact on the Incremental rheme Np
is roughly comparable to the unstressed 'some' in English or to an indefinite measure
expression. This can be shown by the fact that Incremental rheme Nps of na-verbg can
be only modified with measure expressions and determiner quantifiers that do not require
that the noun in their scope refer to a quantity consisting of a number of discrete and
countable entities. This is illustated by (14):

NakoupilP hodd / koi
PREF-bought-3SG a-lot-of / basket-ACC
'He bought a lot ofl a basket ofl five apples.'

t *?p& jablck.
| *?five apples-PLGEN

(14)
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Such examples show that Incremental Theme NPs that fimction as arguments of na-verbs

arc trcated as constituting an undifferentisted whole, aod not as composcd of separate

individuals. This notion oi amassing, acc'mulation, or a vaguc meas're ir clearly related

to the fact that lncremental Thcmes that function 88 argumetrts of na'vcrts are also

referentlatly unspecified and low m an individuation scale. For example, if a question

sucn as 'Where OiO yot buy these posEards?' introduges 'postcards' into th.e domain of

drscourse, we car1aor answer witb the verb nakoupif 'to buy" because it requires a

referentiallyunsp{ifiedobject.Instead,theappropriateenswershouldcontaintheper-
fective verb fo"iif 'to buy that can be combined with a referentially specifc DO:

(15) ..P / !r^,,n'P v kiosku.*Nakoupiti / KoupilP jsem je
*PREF-bought-lsg / bouqfrt-lsg AUX them-PLACC inkiosk

'I bought them in the kiosk.'"

O15er perfective na-ver[s are, for inslance: naTtatP 'to pick" n$,aF vodu'todraw (in)

some water', nachytd ryby,ro catch some frsb', nasbltaf iahody'to pick some

strawberries', naspoh{ penihe'to save some money''

5. One of the arguments ia support of myclaim that it is the tncremental Theme NP that

is accessible to the semantic itf."r of Vo-modifiers has to do with the fact that Incre-

mcntel Tbome NP8 that contein det€rminer quantifiers and other quantifying and merstue

expressions interact in specifc ways with imperfective verbs. On the other hand, there no

,"rt i"tiooS on lhe Occurrence and interpretation of such expressions itr sentences headed

by imperfective verbs that do not entail a homomorphism' To illustrate this point, con-

sider fust the followiag examPles:

(16-a) r
Pilt (*)viechnu kdvu.
drank-3SG-MASC (f)all-ACC coffee-ACC

In imperfective sentences denoting simple events, such as (16a) and (16b), Incremental

tne.mls cannot be quantified with the universal quantifiers 'all' and 'whole' atrd count

cardinrl numerals and they usually do not occur with most other quantifiers and with

various measure expressions' "(*)" in (164) - (l6b) indicateg that a clash between an

imperfective ssPechtal Vo-modifier and a quantifled Incremental Theme NP in iU scope

can be resolved if an iterative or a habitual interpretation can be a$$i8ned to the whole

predication. (16b), for example, would be acceptable in the c@t€xt of a frequency adver-

LiU pnt"ru, ;Every day, he drank two coffees,a lot of coffee.' ln lhis case, the iterative

operator takes scope over both the aspectual Vo-modifier and the quantified Incremental

Theme.

In imperfective sentences that contain a quantified lncremental Theme NP we may

enfsce a simultaneous event reading by using the temporal adverbial ndiednou'at lhe

same time', as in (17):

(16-b)

(17) r
Pletla' deset
knitted-3SG-FEM ten

PilI p;ov6 kcw / (*)hodn6 ka'ty.

drank-3SG-MASC ('r)two coffee-CEN / (*)aJot-of coffce-GEN

svetrfr najednou.
putlovers-Pl-ACC at-th€-8ane-time

'She was knitting ten pullovers 8t the same time.'
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(17) entails that each of the ten pullovers was gradually coming into existcncc. Following
Link (1983), I assume that plural Nps reEesent s'm individuals, that is, thcy rqnesent
individuals that consist of other individuals. Since the plural predicate in (l7b) ii inter-
preted as distributive, (l7b) entaits that each member of the sum individual .tea pull-
overs' was partially subjected to the knitting evenl

We may conclude that imperfective sentences that contain lncremental Themes that
occur in a constnrction with a determiner quantifier tend to lose the ability to danote sim-
ple single eve[ts. Thcy deDote (i) iterative, habitual eventE, or (ii) a complcx Gvcnt coo-
sieting of a number of subevents of the Irme type. If the context excludes thesc two
interpretations, the use of a quantified lncremental Theme NP is often ungrammatical or,
at least, odd. So (16b), for er.anple, would be odd in the following cont€xt: .Ia$ night,
he drank two coffees, I lot of coffee.' In zuch 8 context, quantifred Incpm.ental rhemec
srongly favo,r the €nvironment of perfective asprglt Vtera veier vypi{ dy; W 

,l.rrst
night, he drank (up) / he had two coffees.'

since sucb verbs as to see do not entail a homomorphism between algebraically
structured lncremental rheme NP and event denotatr, there is no clagh betwccn an
imperfective aspcctual vo-modifrer and a quantifed or measure NP in irr rcope. In thir
case, oe whole imperfective sentencs does not lose thc ability to 6sasto gimple ringle
cvaDts. This is shown by (18):
(18-a)

Peti viOEtyI viecbny chiestfie.
children-Pl-NOM saw-3PL-NEU dl rattle-snakes-pl-GEN
'Tbe children saw all the rattle-snakes.'

(18-b)
oiti vieityl hodd / deset
children-PLNOM saw-3PL-NEU a-lor-of / rcn
'Tbe children saw a lot of / ten rattle-snakes.'

chiestylt.
rattle-rnakes-PL€EN

The seemingly complicated way in which quantified NPs interact with aspcct puz-
zled lingdsts working on Slavic languages (cf. wierzbicka 1967; Rassudova l97T; Mer-
rill 1985: amoag others). Stavic lingristics has so far failed to provide an adeqrute
dercription for this interaction. ln this section, I have sugge$t€d that wc can easily
describe it, if we recognize that the lncremental rbcme povides the mircing semantic
link in this pttzzle. The restrictions m the occrxretrce of detcrminer quantifle.lr and other
$unt8ing and messrre expressions &at modify Incremental rhemes can be expleincd
if we rssume that v''-modifiers have semrtrtic effects oo tncrcmcntal rhcme Nps that
must be compatible with the quantifying and measure expressione that modify Incrc,mcn-
tal Theme NPs.

6. In their aspect and Aktionsart coding function, Vo-modifers are propositional opera-
tors. And clearly related to ttis role are their semantic effects on the inrcrp,reution of
Doninsl arguments. Since the verb and its argumentr are in the relation of prcdication,
and rince thc pedication is uecessarily a local relationship, f-modifiers have .local
rc,mantic effocts', and in rcme cases 'local quantificatiooal effects' (cf. Psrtcc 190:10)
on nominnl arSurnents. These 'local effects' rre directed to a sp€cific argumcnt of he
verb. In thia rerpect V"-modi6erg differ from the paradigm carcr of Aquantification,
nrmely 6ore expruced by centeirtial adverbc, $rcb as alwcys ("advcrta of
Euntitcation") that can nnrelcctively bind any number of free variableo in thelr scopc
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(cf. Lewis 1975 and Heim l9E2).

Bach (in Bach, Parte€ & Kratzer 1987:22) suggests for llaisla that only the obliga-
tory arguments of the main verb are accessible to quantificational auxiliaries. Brodie and
Dowty (f984:78) propose that VP quantifrers "noat" from obtgatory arguments, from
subjects, direct obj€cts and hdircct objects, but not ftom optional oblique NPs.

In Czech, and other Slavic languages, Vo-modifiers may extead their semantic
effects not only over DO-NPs, but also over subject-NPs and PPs, both obligatory and
optionrt. I suggest that V"-modifcrs extend their semantic effects over thc lncremental
Thene argument of the verb they modify. Such a semantically based accormt has the
advantag€ that it allows us to predict which syntactic argument will be accessible to I
given V"-modifier in Czech (and other Slavic languages). This analysis algo has the
advantage that all the parameters on which it is based and that give rise to the diffcrent
refercDtial and quantificational interpretations of nominal arguments are independently
motivated and aro needed elsewhere in tle grammar.

In this paper, I have only examined Czech. However, the phenomena described are
not restricted to thb language. They can be clearly observed in other Slavic languages,
but also in such typologically distinct languages as Hindi and Japanese, for example, that
do not have articles and that €xprcss the aspechral distinction 'perfective vs. imperfec-
tive' in a systemstic way by meane of verbal expressions.

The choice beween Dnuantifrcation and A-quantifcation is Dot imporcd on
languages by the real world, but rather it is a matter of language-specific schematizationr,
and of cognitive choices inherent in such schematizations. Viewed from an even broader
theoretical lrcrspective, tbe investigation of the struchre and interpretation of D-
quantification and A-quantitrcation can give us an indirect access to the semantlc differ-
ences rmderlying the 'verb-noun' distinction and its relation to the ontology of individu-
als and eveDl6, ae Partee, Bach and Kratzer (1987) suggest. Thc rtudy of non-M
qurntiflcation by means of various A-quantiflers is inportant as "a counterbalance to the
nearly exclusive concentratioo on NP quantification in most of the previous syntactic and
semantic literature" (Partee 1990:8).

Footnotes

'r I am grateful to Charles Fillmore, Mirjan Fried, Paul Kay, Manfred Krilka, Alan
Timberlake, and St€phen Wechsler fq valuable discussions and comments.

l. For a discussion on the fuzziness of the inflection-derivation distinction and the
Slavic aspecoal distinctim, see Spencer (1991:195tr ).

2. It i8 surprising how little attention has been paid to understanding the impact of
verb morphology on the interpretation of nominal arSunents in Slavic linguistics. Stan-
dard grammar hqndbooks that describe particular Slavic languages characterize many
lexicalderivationil operators that are applied to verbs in terms that are relatcd to qurn-
tity, measrne and quantification. This is in particular true for the description of prefxal
semantics, as ia Mlwnice Ceitiny, VoI. / ('Grammar of Czech Vol. I', pp. 387tr.) and in
Isaienko's work (1960 and 1962:385-4lE). Various studies on Slavic lilguistics contain
occarimal hints 8t the intenction between verbal and nominal predicates and there are s
few studiec tbat deal witl some of its aspects, for lnrtance, in Polish (wierzbicka 1967)
and ln Russian (Forsyth 1970; Merrill 1985; and Russell 1985). However, a eyrtematic
analysir is co far missing. The main reason for this gap in the coverage of data can be
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seen in the conce,ntration of Slavic linguistics on the form-meaning correspondences on
the level of verb morphology or on the description of aspect and Aktio,nsart in the
discourse.

3. Nc-verbs of this 'accmulation' qpe that are reflexive take a genitive DO. The
issues related to the use of the genitive and accusative DO do not bave any impact on the
discussion in this paper and so will not be addressed here.

4. In (7), we could also use the mass noun in the genitive casei kdvy Qit.: coffce-
GEN). The case difference does not have any effect on the overall meaning of thc sen-
tence.

5. Smilauer (1968;71:165), for example, gives the following lisr 1. do-, 2. na-, 3.
nad-,4. o-,5. ob-,6. od-,7. po-,8.pd-,9. pro-, 10. pie-, 11. pied-, 12. pii-, 13. roz-, 14.
s-(sou-), 15.u-, 16.v-, 17.vy-, 18.vz-, 19.z-,20.2a-.

6. Cf. Dowty (1991:552): "the nost general notion of thematic role (type) b A SEf,
OF ENTAILMENTS OF A GROUP OF PREDICATES WTTH RESPECT TO ONE OF
THE ARCUMENTS OF EACH".

7. The detsmination of the bormdaries marking tbe extent of referents of deter-
minerless mass and plural NPs c8n be also facilitat€d by the frames (ig Fi[morean scnse)
evoked by thc linguisticJnaterial in a given s€,lrtence. For example, in (2b), the frame
evoked by the verb vypif 'to drink (up)' and the NP 'coffee' involve information about
the containers (crps, mugs, pots, etc.) in which coffee is usually sened th4t have a ccr-
rrin standard q conventional size. Since (2b) is headed by a hommorpbic verb, the
referent of the Incremental Theme DO, 'coffee', undergoes a gradual chnnge, whcrcby its
succeggive rtages csn be identified @ the basis of the 'part-of relauoDship it bcars to the
upper boud of the undectood container, rnd the part stnrcture of thc wbole cvcnt is
mapped into the smount of coffee that fills exactly one such understood container. (2b)
€ntaik that an event is completed, when the container is empty. The notionfarac is here
used in the sense intnoduced by Fillmore:

8. The following example also confirms my claim rhat no-verbs only take rcfereo-
tially non-specific arguments:

neU natrhalyP jablka (?ze stromu).
children-Pl-NOM PREt-picked-3PL apples-ACC (?fromree)
'The children picked some apples (from the tree).'

The only acceptable interprctation assigned to thi$ sentence would require that ihc PP ze
stomu 'from the trec' refers to a spccific tree. This, however, would also require that
'apples' would have to be referentially specific. This explains why the usc of the PP in
thic s€ntencc is odd. Notice that the following sentence is also ungrammatical:

NapilP se ?*zbytku kdvy.
REFdrank-3SG REFL ?rrest coffee-GEN
'He drank some of the rernaining coffee.'

'Tbe rest of X' presupposes that 'X' is tnown, thatDit is both quantificatiooally and
referentially specifed, therefore it clashes with napit se' .
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The Norwegian'Boundary Tone Agreement' Condition

Thorstein Fretheim
University of Trondheim

l: Ngy"glT pragmatic particles and parentheticals appearing in an extraclausal
('tag') posluon have some prosodic pro-perties which they do not share with any
other sentence elements. I am going to d-ermonstrate that ti they cannot bear pitch'-
accent' which means that th€y ge.notlealzed with Acceirt I (L* in (East)
Norwegian) or Accent 2 (Hi+L in @ast) Norwegian), 2) th;t invariabry
panicipate in lre_e.xpre-ssion of one of the rwo'boundaritones Lq" oiu% iir. tn'"
notalo1 used by Pierrehumbert 1980, Pienehumbert ant Hirscnuerg 1990), il ,t"v
ue lexrgally marked as permitting either LVo or H%, or both (su-Uiect to cenaiir
constraints on the synt-actic form and the intonarional phrasing of 'the preceding
clausal lost), and 4)_when there is more than one of th6m in aiow, they must bi
eitherall Lvo, or allHvo. The fourth and final rcquirement is what t wili here refer
ro as rhe BotJNDARy roNE AGREEMENT coxomoN, or the BTAC.

^ 
My plmary aim is to demonsrrate the interplay of IcoNIc and NoN-rcoNIc

features of intonation contours. r\" *qt rhar the brAc will be shown to apply to
extaclausal tag items in spoken East Norwegian is a striking illustration of lhat
type ofinteraction.

2. Norwegian pitch variations are largely a function of the intonational phrasing
superimposed on an utterance. I assume an intonational constituent sEucture
hierarchically organi.zed as shown in (l), where brokel branches and parenthesized
nodes. represent optional expansions of the I(nronational) u(neran'ce) and solid
branches obligatory expansions. The prosodic hierarchies oroposed bv Selkirk9rggtt"r obligatory expansions. The prosodic hierarchies pioposed bv sclkirk(19E4) and by.Nespor and vogel (1986) differ from my ru -stru-cture 

in-thar they
are not primarily motivated bv intonational form and function

(1)

are not primarily motivated by intonational form and funition.

p1frfus11

C.. F[-focus])

ru-- l - - -

- {[+focus] - -|  - -rt+{ocusl - (F[_focus]...)
|  - -co[+focusl- 

- _ _
x,E
l t .
o ..)..

The I(ntonational) P(hrase) in (l) is marked as a focused constituent. The
blvalent fearure spec-ification [+focus] attached to lps is inherited by the head ofIp,
lts tmal F(oot), and funher by the accented prosodic word heading ihe p-Rnu r.

[+focus] is mapped- onro s-structur?rl syntacric represeniarions. For each
[+focus]-marked accented prosodic word in intonationil phonoloev there is a
syntactic terminal symbol.servilg as focus exponent. 1+rocusl is pr6jected from
loclls gxpgl:$s ro synracrrc nodes ar a level corresponding to the prosodic Ip (cf.
Fretheim 1990, 1991a).


